Quality assessment of observational studies in a drug-safety systematic review, comparison of two tools: the Newcastle–Ottawa Scale and the RTI item bank
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Background: The study objective was to compare the Newcastle–Ottawa Scale (NOS) and the RTI item bank (RTI-IB) and estimate interrater agreement using the RTI-IB within a systematic review on the cardiovascular safety of glucose-lowering drugs.

Methods: We tailored both tools and added four questions to the RTI-IB. Two reviewers assessed the quality of the 44 included studies with both tools, (independently for the RTI-IB) and agreed on which responses conveyed low, unclear, or high risk of bias. For each question in the RTI-IB (n=31), the observed interrater agreement was calculated as the percentage of studies given the same bias assessment by both reviewers; chance-adjusted interrater agreement was estimated with the first-order agreement coefficient (AC1) statistic.

Results: The NOS required less tailoring and was easier to use than the RTI-IB, but the RTI-IB produced a more thorough assessment. The RTI-IB includes most of the domains measured in the NOS. Median observed interrater agreement for the RTI-IB was 75% (25th percentile [p25]=61%; p75=89%); median AC1 statistic was 0.64 (p25=0.51; p75=0.86).

Conclusion: The RTI-IB facilitates a more complete quality assessment than the NOS but is more burdensome. The observed agreement and AC1 statistic in this study were higher than those reported by the RTI-IB’s developers.
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Introduction

The quality assessment of studies included in systematic reviews is fundamental for the interpretation of those reviews and more so when analyses based on study quality are conducted.1–3 Quality assessment of observational studies is challenging due to their methodological intricacies, frequent use of data originally collected for purposes other than research, and subjective nature of the quality evaluation.4 The difficulty of the quality assessment and the lack of agreement on how best to perform it and which domains should be included is reflected by the large number of available tools, of which 61,4 86,5 and 194 have been recently reviewed. No tool covered all the domains considered of importance in drug safety studies.5

The Cochrane Collaboration endorsed the use of the Newcastle–Ottawa Scale (NOS)7 to assess the quality of observational studies in its 2011 handbook;1 which is the reason why the NOS was selected for use in the systematic review component of the SOS Project, a large study on the safety of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents sponsored by the European Commission.8–11 While working on the SOS Project,8
researchers in our group felt that, although widely used, the NOS enabled only a limited exploration of the quality of included studies. Therefore, when the group later conducted a systematic review for the European Commission-sponsored Safety Evaluation of Adverse Reactions in Diabetes (SAFEGUARD), an additional tool, the RTI item bank, was used for a second assessment of the quality of the included studies to better understand the risk of bias associated with each study.

This report describes our experience using the two tools to assess the quality of observational studies. Because the individual items in the RTI item bank have not been validated outside its development process, we also evaluated and reported on the interrater agreement of this tool.

Materials and methods

Parent project: SAFEGUARD

This work is a part of SAFEGUARD, a large multinational research project conducted by 14 research partners and funded by the European Commission to study the safety of blood glucose-lowering medications in type 2 diabetes mellitus patients. SAFEGUARD includes mechanistic, pharmacovigilance, database-based observational studies and systematic reviews on the pancreatic and cardiovascular safety of these drugs. We present here the methodological evaluation of the quality assessment of the observational studies included in the systematic review on cardiovascular safety.

Briefly, we searched PubMed, Embase, and the Cochrane Library for case-control and cohort studies reporting on blood glucose-lowering drugs and cardiovascular or cerebrovascular outcomes (ie, acute myocardial infarction, acute coronary syndrome, stroke, heart failure, and cardiovascular mortality). Ultimately, 44 studies were selected and assessed for quality: 35 cohort and nine case-control studies. Further details on the study selection process will be published along with the main results of the systematic review. Preliminary information has been published as conference abstracts. The quality assessment was performed simultaneously with the data extraction and is described in detail in the sections below.

Quality assessment tools

Newcastle–Ottawa Scale

The NOS was developed jointly by the University of Newcastle (Australia) and the University of Ottawa (Canada) to assess the quality of nonrandomized studies to be included in systematic reviews. It has been widely used since at least 2004, and results from several validation studies have been published. The NOS has a version for case-control studies and one for cohort studies. Each version includes a set of questions, or scale, and a short manual, along with an explanatory slide presentation; these resources are available for free download from the website of the Ottawa Hospital Research Institute.

Both versions of the scale consist of eight multiple-choice questions that address subject selection and comparability (of cases and controls in case-control studies, of cohorts in cohort studies) and the assessment of the outcome (in case-control studies) or exposure (in cohort studies). A few questions require adaptation to the systematic review to which the NOS is being applied (eg, “Select the most important factor” for comparability of cases and controls requires the investigator to select the most important factor for that particular systematic review). The number of possible answers per question ranges from two to five. High-quality responses earn a star, totaling up to nine stars (the comparability question earns up to two stars). The results of application of the NOS have been conveyed with varying level of detail: from the answer to each question for each study (maximum detail) to a summary score equal to the number of stars earned by each study (minimum detail). Our group presented a partial score summarizing the number of stars earned by each study in each domain.

Although the Cochrane Collaboration endorses the NOS, it acknowledges that researchers may want to assess study quality based not only on the quality of the analysis, covered by the NOS, but also on the quality of the reporting of the study, which is not included in this tool.

RTI item bank

The RTI item bank was developed by RTI-University of North Carolina Evidence-based Practice Center under sponsorship of the US Agency for Health Care Research and Quality; the project’s objective was to create a set of questions or items to evaluate the conduct of observational studies included in systematic reviews, with a focus on bias and precision.

The item bank consists of 29 multiple-choice questions or items that can be applied to multiple study designs and covers eleven domains: sample definition and selection, interventions/exposure, outcomes, creation of treatment groups, blinding, soundness of information, follow-up, analysis comparability, analysis outcome, interpretation, and presentation and reporting. Most sets of possible responses are combinations of “Yes,” “No,” “Partially,” “Cannot determine,” and “Not applicable.” The RTI item bank usually requires extensive tailoring, which may involve selecting the items appropriate to each systematic review. Items and instructions...
are available for free download. The developers do not offer suggestions as to how to convey the results, but the structure of the evaluation is amenable to graphic layouts as recommended in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions,1 where green or a “+” sign would reflect an answer with low risk of bias, red or “–” would reflect high risk of bias, and yellow or “?” would reflect an unclear risk of bias.25 After our quality assessment had been performed, a revised and shorter version of the tool, consisting of 13 items considered essential by a working group of six reviewers, was published.26 To our knowledge, the RTI item bank has been used in two published systematic reviews since its publication in 2011.27,28 The first review presents the answer to each item in each study (maximum detail) and a summary score for each study – number of items with a low-risk-of-bias response divided by the number of items applicable in each study (minimum detail).27 The second review presents the bias appraisal associated with each item in each study (ie, low, unclear, or high risk of bias) and the overall bias appraisal for each study.28

Study quality assessment

For our systematic review on the cardiovascular safety of glucose-lowering drugs, we modified the NOS so that case-control studies earned a star when the case definition was based on record linkage to liken the evaluation of case-control studies to that of cohort studies. Our adapted version is provided in the online supplementary material.

The study team discussed the adaptations needed to apply the RTI item bank (eg, converting items with two components into two separate items, dropping four items that were not applicable in this setting, and adding a “Not applicable” response to some items) and created a document with details and decision-making rules that complemented the original RTI item bank instructions. These detailed instructions had to be revised as the full-text review of publications progressed and the need for more detailed guidance was noted; for two items, instructions changed substantially between the first and the second reviewers’ appraisals. Our version of the items and instructions are included in the online supplementary material.

We identified four important pharmacoepidemiologic issues that were not covered explicitly by either tool and developed very specific questions to address them following the RTI item bank structure. These items focused on immortal time bias,29 formulary restrictions (ie, restricted access to medications based on the health care system or plan drug formulary; patient access to restricted drugs is sometimes authorized after failure of the first-line treatment), confounding by indication,30 and unmeasured confounding. The domains and questions or items in both tools are listed side by side in the online supplementary material for the purpose of comparison.

One investigator (AVM or NR-G) performed the quality assessment with the NOS and the RTI item bank simultaneously with the data extraction. A second investigator (AVM, MP, or NR-G) reviewed the quality assessment with the NOS and performed a second assessment using the RTI item bank. Thus, the RTI item bank was applied independently by the two reviewers. Disagreements were resolved by consensus.

We then recategorized star-earning responses in the NOS as “low risk of bias” and all other responses as “high risk of bias.” In the RTI item bank, responses that reflected high quality were interpreted as conveying a low risk of bias; “cannot determine” and “partially” were reclassified as “unclear risk of bias,” and low-quality responses were interpreted as conveying a high risk of bias (details are provided in the online supplementary material).

Correlation between study quality assessments with both tools

To compare quality assessments with both tools, for each study, we calculated the percentage of responses in the NOS indicating high risk of bias (A), the percentage of responses in the RTI item bank indicating high risk of bias (B), and the percentage responses in the RTI item bank indicating high or unclear risk of bias (C). We then calculated the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for the comparisons of A versus B and A versus C.

Observed interrater agreement and reliability of the RTI item bank

We assessed the observed agreement and the interrater reliability in terms of risk of bias. For example, for item 2 – “Are critical inclusion/exclusion criteria clearly stated (does not require the reader to infer)?” – for which the three possible responses denote low, unclear, or high risk of bias, agreement was based on a three-by-three table. For each item in the tool, the observed agreement was calculated as the percentage of studies to which both reviewers gave the same risk-of-bias assessment. The observed agreement includes the agreement due to chance (ie, one or more reviewers gave a random response to a question and, as a consequence, reviewers’ responses agree). From among the chance-corrected statistics, we chose the first-order agreement coefficient (AC1) statistic to make our results comparable with the results reported by the RTI item bank developers. Further, the AC1
is not affected by a paradox that acts on the more widely used kappa statistic: the counterintuitive low value of the statistic when the observed agreement is high but the prevalence of the condition as assessed by the reviewers is either low or high.\textsuperscript{13,31–33} Higher values of the AC1 reflect better agreement.

In this report, we present a brief summary of the results of the application of the NOS and the RTI item bank to the 44 studies included in our systematic review; the correlation between the quality assessments with both tools; the observed agreement and AC1 statistic for each question in the RTI item bank, including the seven questions that were considered to require a very subjective assessment by the raters (eg, “Are results believable taking study limitations into consideration?”); and the two questions whose instructions were modified while the quality assessment was underway (these items are noted in Table 1). We also discuss our experience with both tools for this drug-safety systematic review. Study-specific quality-assessment results will be presented along with the systematic review results in future publications.

Analyses were performed and figures were drawn with R (The R Project for Statistical Computing; http://www.r-project.org).\textsuperscript{34} For quality-control purposes, results were replicated with SAS macro AC1 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).\textsuperscript{35}

### Results

NOS scores for the observational studies included in our systematic review ranged from 5 to 9 (the range of possible scores goes from 0 through 9), with a median and mode of 8 (25th percentile [p25] = 7; p75 = 8). A summary of the risk of bias as assessed using the NOS for case-control and cohort studies is shown in Figures 1 and 2. All studies earned a star for comparability with regards to age and sex, which we considered the most important factors for adjustment because

### Table 1 Interrater agreement and AC1 statistic by item, all studies (n=44)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item description</th>
<th>Observed agreement, % (95% confidence interval)</th>
<th>AC1 statistic (95% confidence interval)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>Prospective/retrospective design: potential for recall bias</td>
<td>100% (99.97%–100%)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>Prospective/retrospective design: tailored data collection</td>
<td>100% (99.97%–100%)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Critical inclusion/exclusion criteria: clearly stated?</td>
<td>79.55% (65.5%–88.85%)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.61–0.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Critical inclusion/exclusion criteria: valid and reliable measures?</td>
<td>40.91% (27.69%–55.59%)</td>
<td>0.3 (0.11–0.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Critical inclusion/exclusion criteria: applied uniformly?</td>
<td>88.64% (76.02%–95.05%)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.78–0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Strategy for recruitment: same across study groups</td>
<td>90.91% (78.84%–96.41%)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.81–1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6a</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>77.27% (63.01%–87.16%)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.45–0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Level of detail in describing the exposure</td>
<td>65.91% (51.14%–78.12%)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.32–0.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Important outcomes prespecified?</td>
<td>100% (99.97%–100%)</td>
<td>1 (1–1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9a</td>
<td>Selection of the comparison group adequate?</td>
<td>93.18% (81.77%–97.65%)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.85–1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Allocation between the groups: balance</td>
<td>70.45% (55.78%–81.84%)</td>
<td>0.59 (0.35–0.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11a</td>
<td>Isolation from unintended exposures</td>
<td>54.55% (40.07%–68.29%)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.2–0.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Outcome validation independent of exposure status</td>
<td>88.64% (76.02%–95.05%)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.78–0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Exposures: valid and reliable measures, consistently implemented?</td>
<td>77.27% (63.01%–87.16%)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.58–0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14a</td>
<td>Outcomes: valid and reliable measures?</td>
<td>63.64% (48.87%–76.22%)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.31–0.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14b</td>
<td>Outcomes: measures consistently implemented?</td>
<td>88.64% (76.02%–95.05%)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.78–0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15a</td>
<td>Length of follow-up: same for all groups?</td>
<td>43.18% (29.68%–57.78%)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.0–0.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Length of follow-up: long enough?</td>
<td>75% (60.56%–85.43%)</td>
<td>0.73 (0.58–0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Attrition: different across exposure groups</td>
<td>61.36% (46.62%–74.28%)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.36–0.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Control for baseline differences</td>
<td>97.73% (88.19%–99.6)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.93–1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Confounding: valid and reliable measures, consistently implemented?</td>
<td>86.36% (73.29%–93.6%)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.75–0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Confounding, effect modification: important variables were considered?</td>
<td>47.73% (33.75%–62.06%)</td>
<td>0.28 (0.07–0.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Loss to follow-up: assessment of impact?</td>
<td>31.82% (20%–46.56%)</td>
<td>0.12 (0–0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Intermediate variables not controlled for?</td>
<td>61.36% (46.62%–74.28%)</td>
<td>0.54 (0.36–0.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23a</td>
<td>Statistical methods appropriate?</td>
<td>56.82% (42.22%–70.32%)</td>
<td>0.48 (0.29–0.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24a</td>
<td>Results: believable?</td>
<td>50% (35.83%–64.17%)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.08–0.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Source of funding identified?</td>
<td>88.64% (76.02%–95.05%)</td>
<td>0.83 (0.69–0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26a</td>
<td>Potential for immortal time bias</td>
<td>63.64% (48.87%–76.22%)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.3–0.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Formulary restrictions present?</td>
<td>84.09% (70.63%–92.07%)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.67–0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28a</td>
<td>Confounding by indication present?</td>
<td>61.36% (46.62%–74.28%)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.31–0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29a</td>
<td>Unmeasured confounding present?</td>
<td>77.27% (63.01%–87.16%)</td>
<td>0.64 (0.41–0.87)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: a Items that call for a very subjective appraisal; b Items whose instructions were substantially revised as the review of full-text publications progressed.

Abbreviations: AC1, first-order agreement coefficient; NA, not applicable.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>NOS</th>
<th>RTI Item Bank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Case definition adequate</td>
<td>8/9 (89%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representativeness of cases</td>
<td>7/9 (78%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Selection of controls</td>
<td>8/9 (89%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Definition of controls</td>
<td>5/9 (56%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparability</td>
<td>Comparability: age and sex</td>
<td>9/9 (100%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparability: additional factors</td>
<td>8/9 (89%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>Ascertainment of exposure</td>
<td>8/9 (89%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cases and controls: same ascertainment method</td>
<td>7/9 (78%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cases and controls: same nonresponse rate</td>
<td>2/9 (22%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Risk of bias by domain (in bold) and question in nine case-control studies using the Newcastle–Ottawa Scale.

Note: Numbers on the green bar represent the number of studies with low risk of bias over the number of studies assessed.

Figure 2 Risk of bias by domain (in bold) and question in 35 cohort studies using the Newcastle–Ottawa Scale.

Note: Numbers on the green bar represent the number of studies with low risk of bias over the number of studies assessed.

our study eligibility criteria required, as a minimum, adjustment for age and sex. All except one included study earned a second star for additional adjustment. Among case-control studies, evaluation of the nonresponse rate was the question with the lowest count of stars, with only 22% of the studies having a low risk of bias. Among cohort studies, the lowest count of stars was for the question evaluating the presence of the outcome at the start of follow-up, with 46% of studies showing low risk of bias.

Results of the application of the RTI item bank cannot be summarized as easily as results from the NOS because there is no recommendation to aggregate RTI item bank results into a summary score. In the extremes, questions on study design and on whether the study outcome had been prespecified showed low risk of bias for 100% of the 44 studies, whereas the question on whether outcome validation had been independent of exposure status showed high risk of bias in 100% of the two studies to which the item was applicable (Figure 3).

In testing the correlation between study quality assessments with both tools, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was 0.35 for high risk of bias with the NOS and high or unclear risk of bias with the RTI item bank, and 0.38 for high risk of bias with the NOS and high risk of bias with the RTI item bank (Figure 4).

The observed agreement and the AC1 statistics for each item in the RTI item bank are shown in Table 1. Excluding items 1a and 1b (which would trivially increase agreement because they had a single response category, low risk of bias), the observed agreement between raters had a median of 75% (p25 =61%; p75 =89%) and the AC1 statistic had a median of 0.64 (p25 =0.51; p75 =0.86). In the seven most subjective
items, the observed agreement between raters had a median of 64% (p25 = 59%; p75 = 77%) and the AC1 statistic had a median of 0.51 (p25 = 0.49; p75 = 0.65). Regarding the two questions whose instructions we modified during the course of the quality assessment, the values for observed agreement between raters were 43% and 55% and the values for the AC1 statistic were 0.17 and 0.42.

**Discussion**

We found the NOS easier to apply than the RTI item bank, but more limited in scope. Most aspects covered by the NOS are also covered by the RTI item bank. The RTI item bank helped us undertake a more thorough assessment of study quality than the NOS. The observed agreement between raters and the interrater reliability AC1 statistic were fair and generally higher in questions that were less subjective and whose instructions remained unchanged during the review process.

The NOS, widely used and endorsed by the Cochrane Collaboration, has been criticized for its somewhat arbitrary selection of the best-quality answer, which will be assigned a star. Also, it has been argued that quality summary scores may mask variations in quality by domain and use an unclear and often implicit weighting scheme. The interrater reliability or agreement of the NOS has been previously evaluated. In one study, five pairs of neuroscience undergraduate and graduate students were asked to assess the quality of studies on electroconvulsive therapy and cognitive impairment. The interrater agreement was evaluated with the kappa statistic (κ). The kappa statistic had low values for most questions in both the case-control and the cohort versions: reliability was categorized as poor (κ<0.21) for eleven of the 16 questions (five questions in the version for case-control studies and six questions in the version for cohort studies) and fair (0.21≤κ≤0.40) for an additional...
NOS and RTI item bank in a drug safety systematic review

The most salient characteristic of this validation study is that the reviewers, who were students, likely had limited experience in the subject matter area. Another study involved 16 reviewers, with widely varying levels of expertise in the subject matter area and in systematic reviews, who applied the NOS to 131 cohort studies (two reviewers per paper); interrater agreement for the overall score, assessed with a weighted kappa statistic, was $\kappa=0.29$. In that study, the researchers developed instructions to complement the NOS manual after a small pilot application on three studies.\(^1\,^2\)

In another study, the quality of the 46 cohort studies published in the *Journal of Pediatric Surgery* in relation to the 1998–2007 annual meetings of the Canadian Association of Pediatric Surgeons was assessed by pediatric surgeons and a clinical epidemiology researcher using the NOS. Interrater agreement assessed with the intraclass correlation coefficient on the overall score was 94%.\(^20\)

To our knowledge, interrater agreement with the RTI item bank was explored in a single systematic review that used the tool to evaluate the quality of the included observational studies.\(^27\) The authors reported an agreement of 93.5% and a kappa statistic of 0.88 for all items combined. We estimated the observed and the interrater agreement for each item, because we felt it would be more informative, and to be able to contrast our results with the ones obtained during the tool development. In comparison with the RTI item bank developers, where 12 scientists with expertise in different fields evaluated ten papers on various topics and with different designs with limited instructions,\(^13\,^14\) our agreement results measured with the AC1 statistic were higher in 18 of the 25 items that were not substantially modified from the original version. Reasons for this may be that all the studies we evaluated pertained to the same area of knowledge, on which the reviewers had expertise, and had designs with which the reviewers were very familiar, as opposed to the situation in the developers’ setting. Furthermore, we wrote item-specific instructions, which we found very helpful and likely increased the agreement for most items, except for the two items whose instructions were modified during the course of the quality assessment (in some cases between the first and second rating for individual studies). When applying the RTI item bank, the reviewers often resorted to the “partially” or “cannot determine” options (later interpreted it as “unclear risk of bias”), which supports that not having those options is a potential limitation in the NOS.\(^2\)

Another example of interrater agreement on risk of bias comes from the evaluation of the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) system for rating the quality of a body of evidence and the strength of recommendations.\(^27\) In a recent validation effort,\(^38\) researchers used this system to rate the overall quality of the body of evidence presented in four published meta-analyses as high, moderate, low, or very low quality. The intraclass correlation coefficient for pairs of assessments was 0.72 for raters who were highly trained in the GRADE system and 0.66 for less experienced raters.

Because in pharmacoepidemiology, both prospective and retrospective designs are considered appropriate, we did not associate any of the categories (ie, prospective, retrospective, or mixed) with an increased risk of bias; therefore, these items were not useful for our quality assessment. Items that were not useful in our assessment due to lack of information in the included studies were those that evaluated attrition/missing data and formulary restrictions (the latter was an item we added to the tool). Further, items applicable only to field studies or studies in which internal outcome validation was conducted were not useful due to the very small number of such studies. For the shortened and updated version of the RTI item bank that was published after our quality assessment process was completed, six epidemiologists and trialists selected 13 essential items from the original 29 and revised some of them.\(^26\) This reduction in the number of items was based on the types of bias to be evaluated in the quality assessment of observational studies with varied designs and was performed outside the setting of a systematic review.

---

*Figure 4* Correlation between high risk of bias with the Newcastle–Ottawa Scale and with the RTI item bank. 
**Notes:** Each dot represents an observational study included in the systematic review. The x value for each dot represents the percentage of items in the RTI item bank with high risk of bias. The y value represents the percentage of questions in the NOS with high risk of bias. Horizontal and vertical jittering (the addition of a random number from a uniform distribution between –0.4% and 0.4%) was applied to avoid the masking of overlapping points in the plot.

**Abbreviation:** NOS, Newcastle–Ottawa Scale.
In contrast, our adaptation was specific to our systematic review and was aimed at a thorough quality assessment. As a consequence, the 13-item RTI item bank and our adapted RTI item bank are dissimilar.

When comparing the two tools, we found the NOS easier to apply. It requires little tailoring, whereas the RTI item bank requires extensive and, in our experience, iterative adaptations. The more time-consuming evaluation called for by the RTI item bank goes in parallel with a more detailed evaluation that involves more domains and possibly more detail in the domains evaluated by both tools. Most aspects included in the NOS were also included in the RTI item bank, although not in an identical manner (Table S1). The exception is the NOS question on the presence of an outcome at the start of the study, which is not explicitly included in the RTI item bank and was relevant in our assessment. In the application of the NOS, disagreement between the reviewers, although not explicitly quantified in this study, seemed to be rare. The overlap between the two tools and the wider scope of the RTI item bank explain why the correlation between quality assessments with both tools was positive, but moderate at best. We felt that our objective for assessing the quality of the observational studies, which was to understand each study’s risk of bias, was better met by the RTI item bank.

Aspects that are vital in pharmacoepidemiologic research, such as confounding by indication, are not explicitly covered by either tool, although the RTI item bank can accommodate them with appropriate adaptations. In the present systematic review, the assessment of these aspects was very subjective, and interrater agreement was lower than it was for most other questions. Another aspect important for systematic reviews but not covered by either tool is the selective failure of researchers to report results that are not statistically significant: sometimes analyses are described and performed, but numerical results that are not statistically significant are often not reported and therefore cannot be incorporated into meta-analyses. We identified this aspect too late to incorporate it in the quality assessment; although it does not represent a threat to internal validity, we recommend considering the inclusion of this aspect in future uses of the tool. Although it has been noted that industry-sponsored studies are sometimes biased toward the product manufactured by the sponsor, there are voices favoring but also opposing the addition of such a question into the Cochrane risk of bias tool. One of the major concerns reported is the selection of an inappropriate comparator, which is evaluated in the RTI item bank (in the version first published, in our adaptation, and in the updated 13-item version). Further, a question on sponsorship was included in the early stages of the development of the tool, but it was later removed as the panel of experts involved in the selection of items felt it was not essential or useful for evaluating the risk of bias.

An important yet subtle issue that arose during the quality assessment is whether studies should be evaluated against the best possible study given the data source limitations or against the ideal study to answer the question at hand. The Cochrane tool for the quality assessment of nonrandomized studies, currently under development, will support the value of evaluating an observational study’s risk of bias in comparison to that of a target trial. A related question has been posed previously: Should each observational study be assessed based on the question under evaluation in the systematic review or in relation to the observational study’s objectives? Another issue we found, also previously reported, is whether to assess the validity of the study as described in the publication included in the systematic review or to take into consideration other publications on the same study population to complete information gaps which are common.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the RTI item bank was more useful to evaluate the quality of the observational studies and to detect variation in study quality but was more burdensome than the NOS. Most aspects included in the NOS are covered by the RTI item bank, and the RTI item bank produced a more thorough quality evaluation. However, the NOS continues to be the most frequently used tool in practice, as conveyed by the large number of publications in which it has been employed. Contrary to the findings of the RTI item bank’s developers, interrater agreement was not low, except perhaps for the questions whose answer was highly dependent on subjective appreciations. Some aspects of study quality that are important in pharmacoepidemiology are not covered by either tool and should be incorporated in future applications in this area.
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